
Islamic Foundation Uniform Policy/Guidelines 2019 - 2020

 Please refer to the online Schoolbelles brochure for prices and other uniform details: www.schoolbelles.com.

 On purchases, there is a 25% discount in June and a 20% discount in July.

 You may visit Schoolbelles in Bridgeview or Chicago for proper fitting, our school code is S1772.

 Our uniforms are a symbol of pride and humility for our students and school. Parents are urged to ensure that their

child is in proper uniform upon arriving to school each day.

Elementary (Grades KG – 5)

Boys Girls
Navy blue pants Navy blue pants

Light blue knit shirt (long or short sleeves) Light blue shirt (long sleeve only in grade 5)

IFS logo sweatshirt, sweater or hoodie* Plaid jumper

IFS school sponsored shirt/sweatshirt* IFS logo sweatshirt, IFS sweater, or IFS hoodie*

IFS school sponsored shirt/sweatshirt*

Light blue 2-piece hijab

(optional for 4th grade and below)

(required in 5th grade- Must purchase from the school as part of uniform)

*A solid color navy sweater is also allowed for elementary students

Middle School (Grades 6 – 8)

Boys Girls
Navy blue trousers (not allowed: skinny fit,

carpenter’s pants, sweat pants, or pants

with elastic on the bottom)

Plaid long skirt (or jumper for grade 6 girls ONLY)

Khaki knit polo shirt (long or short sleeve) Khaki long sleeve knit polo shirt purchased from Schoolbelles

IFS or Chargers logo hoodie* Purchased

from school

Under skirt - navy blue OR black loose pants (no visible pajama pants,

leggings, jeans)

IFS or Chargers logo hoodie* Purchased from school

Navy blue scarf thatMUST be purchased from school (August 2019)

Umta (head cap) to be worn underneath scarf to cover bangs

*No other hoodie/sweatshirt/sweater is allowed - other school sponsored hoodies/shirts are to be worn ONLY on

designated days.

High School (Grades 9 – 12)

Boys Girls
Khaki trousers (not allowed: skinny fit,

carpenter’s pants, sweat pants, or pants

with elastic on the bottom)

Plaid skirt purchased from Schoolbelles

Navy blue knit shirt (long or short sleeve) Maroon long sleeve knit polo shirt purchased from Schoolbelles

IFS or Chargers logo hoodie* Purchased

from school

Under skirt - navy blue OR black loose pants (no visible pajama pants,

leggings, jeans)

IFS or Chargers logo hoodie* Purchased from school

Navy blue scarf thatMUST be purchased from school (August 2019)

Umta (head cap) to be worn underneath scarf to cover bangs

*No other hoodie/sweatshirt/sweater is allowed - other school sponsored hoodies/shirts are to be worn ONLY on

designated days.



Girls’ Specific Guidelines

 Overall look of uniform needs to be neat and clean

 Nail polish is not allowed at anytime

 Acrylic nails are not allowed at any time

 Makeup is not allowed at any time

 Bangs should be covered at all times

 No pajama pants or skinny jeans/pants are to be worn under skirts (blue or black pants

only)

 Flip flops, slippers are not allowed at any time (safety liability)

 Open toe shoes or sandals are not allowed (safety liability)

 Socks are to be worn at ALL times (safety liability)

Boys’ Specific Guidelines

 Overall look of uniform needs to be neat and clean

 Flip flops, slippers are not allowed at any time (safety liability)

 Open toe shoes or sandals are not allowed (safety liability)

 Socks are to be worn at ALL times (safety liability)

 Skinny jeans/pants are not allowed

 Pants with elastic on the bottom are not allowed

 Hoods or hats are not allowed to be worn.


